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VASSILIEV INVARIANTS AND SIMILARITY OF KNOTS
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(Communicated by Ronald Stern)

Abstract. We show that for any knot K and any natural number n , we can

construct infinitely many knots, all of whose finite type invariants of order at

most 7! coincide with those of K .

In 1990, Vassiliev [10] defined a sequence of knots invariants that are at least
as powerful as all of the quantum group invariants of knots. After that Birman

and Lin succeeded in giving an axiomatic description for Vassiliev invariants
in [3].

On the other hand, the author [6] introduced the notion "«-trivial" for a knot

diagram and Taniyama [9] generalized it to "«-similar". In this paper, we show

the following theorem by making use of (n + l)-similar knots.

Main Theorem. For any knot K and any natural number n, there exists in-

finitely many knots with the same Vassiliev invariant of order m (1 < m < n)

as that of K.

Our definition of Vassiliev invariants follows the Birman-Lin axioms in [3]

or Bar-Natan [1]. Whenever we have a numerical invariant of knots, we can

define an invariant of a knotted graph as

(1) v(KD) = v(K+)-v(K.),

where a knotted graph denotes an image of an immersion of a circle in R3

whose only singularities are transverse double points and where Kd , K+ , and

K- denote the diagrams of knotted graphs which are identical except near one

point, as in Figure 1.

An invariant v is called a Vassiliev invariant of order m and is denoted by

vm , if for any knotted graph K" with n > m double points:

(2) v(K") = 0.

An invariant of oriented knots in R3, is called an invariant of finite type if

it is a Vassiliev invariant of order m for some m £ N. In [3], Birman and

Lin show that after a suitable change of variables, each coefficient in the Taylor

expansion of Jones, HOMFLY, and Kauffman polynomials is an invariant of
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Figure 1

finite type. Moreover, the Vassiliev invariants include all of the quantum group

invariants (see [4, 2]).
Now we consider the similarity of knots. The author introduced the notion

of an «-trivial knot and the triviality index in [6]. Taniyama [9] extended them
to an «-similar knot to a given knot and the similarity index.

Let K be a knot, and let D(K) be a diagram for K. We are interested in very

special diagrams. To explain their main property, let C be the set of crossing

points in D(K) and let « be a positive integer. Let s7 = {Ax, A2, ... , An} be

a collection of « pairwise disjoint, nonempty, not necessarily proper subsets of

C. Let cfi^, j2.jm denote the subset {Ajt, AJ2, ... , Ajm} c sá . The property

which is of interest to us is:

(*) There is a fixed knot type L such that the diagram which is

obtained from D(K) by switching the crossings in jaf}, j2,...jm

is a diagram for L, for every nonempty subset sí¡x j2 ¡m of

SÍ-.
If this occurs, we say that K is n-similar to L. In the special case when L is

the unknot, we say that K is n-trivial.
One might wonder whether these definitions are vacuous. Do n-trivial knots

exist? Theorem 1 (which was proved in an earlier paper [7] by the author and

Ogushi) shows that there are many examples of «-trivial knots:

Theorem 1 [7]. For any natural number n > 1, there are infinitely many knots

which are n-trivial but not (n + l)-trivial.

Corollary 2. For any knot L and any natural number n there exist infinitely

many composite knots which are n-similar to L, namely, the connected sum of

L with any n-trivial knot K.

From now on we calculate the Vassiliev invariant of order m for aknot

which is «-similar to L. Let K be a knot that is «-similar to L and K the

diagram of K with the collection of crossing points {Ax, A2, ... , An} which

gives an «-similarity. Let A¡ = {ciX, c¡2, ... , c,a(;)} and e,7 be the sign of c,;

defined as in Figure 2.
By

k(1   2  -   k),
\h    «2    •■•    ik)

we denote the knotted graph which is obtained from K by switching the cross-

ings at c\\, cx2, ... , ci„_i, c2x, c22, ... , c2il-X, ... , ckxck2, ... , ckik_x and

collapsing crossing points to double points at cx¡¡, c2¡2, ... , ck¡. .
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Figure 2

Lemma 3. If a knot K is n-similar to a knot L, then the Vassiliev invariant of

order m of K is of the following form,

vm(K) = vm(L) +      V      £i'ie2í2 • • • «»/.«« (K [ ;     i ? ) ) ■
x<ij<a(j) V    V/l    l2   '"    ln))

j=X,2,...,n

Proof (the techniques are similar to those used in [6]). In the case « = 1, by

using ( 1 ) inductively, we have

vm(K) = vm(K([l))+    £    eXilvm(Kn)),
1<I1<<*(1) V \    ' / /

where K( j¡J denotes the knot obtained from K by switching the crossings in

Ax. Since a knot K(^) is the same type as L, we have the formula in Lemma
3.

We suppose that in the case n = k - 1, Lemma 3 holds. If K is ^-similar

to L with respect to {Ax, A2,... , Ak}, K is (k - l)-similar to L whose

(k - l)-similarity is given by {Ax, A2, ... , Ak_x} . Then

Vm(K) = Vm(L)+ ^2 ««i«%-"«*-lfe_,«»m(*(i      ; '     i~
X<ij<*(j) \     V  i      2 k   x

j=X,2,...,k-X

Here we calculate

1     2    ■••    k-1
vm\K.

Jx     ll     •••       lk-X

by using Ak in the same way as we did in the case « = 1. It follows that

vm(K) = vm(L)

1    2    ■■■    k-1    k

ix    ii   ■■■     ik-x     oo
+ Y.        «l/i«2d"-«t-ll1_,«m(^()

l<ij<aU) V      V
j=X,2,...,k-X

X<ij<a(j)

j=X,2,...,k

To prove Lemma 3, it is enough to show

«1      l2      ■■■        lk_X       00
S       euxe2l2---ek-xik^m(K[¡    f   [[[    k J    *))=0.

j=X,2,...,k-X
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To obtain the above formula, we consider the knot K(j^) that is the same type

as L and (k - l)-similar to L. By the induction hypothesis,

\K \œ)) = Vm{L) +       S       «11,*% •••**-!<*_,-i
X<ij<a(J)

j=X,2,...,k-X

xvm([K0x
2    ■■■    k-1    k
i2     ■••        Ifc_l       oo

Since vm(K(^))=vm(L), we have

;=lT2J,T..,A:-l

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.   D

In Lemma 3,

k{1   2
\lX     l2     •••      In

has « double points. Then

1    2    •••    n
Vm{K{ix   h     •■    /JJ=°    f°rm<"

by (2). Therefore, by considering a knot that is (n + l)-similar to K, the Main

Theorem follows from Corollary 2 and Lemma 3.

Remark. The same result has been proved by Stanford [8] and also follows from

the work of Lin (see [5, 2]). Lin proves that if K is any knot and if K(m) is

its wth iterated (untwisted) Whitehead double, then all Vassiliev invariants of

order < (m + 1) of K(m) are zero. On the other hand, Taniyama [9] shows

that if a knot K is «-trivial, then its untwisted double is (« + l)-trivial. Then

Lin's result can be also obtained by using our techniques.
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